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Mr. Woore, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Thank you very much for asking me to open your new exchange 
exhibition. 

It is, I think, a most exciting display, representative of 
the range and vitality of the creative mood in South Australia. 

We are in Australia generally at present going through a 
period of immense artistic and creative activity, a period 
unlike any other in our history. 

Whether or not it proves to be a period which produces great 
works, of great and abiding value, remains to be judged, as 
it only can be, by future generations. 

But whether they prove ephemeral or enduring in merit, there's 
no doubt either of the diversity of imagination or artistic 
integrity of their creators - as a study of this exhibition 
demonstrates. 

We seem to have reached a sudden maturity producing 
this outpouring of talent. 

Happily this has coincided with the time when the Governments 
have at.last acknowledged their responsibility as patrons of 
the arts. 

Naturally - as with all other matters Governmental involving 
the allocation of money, Canberra dominates the scenes.' 

Gold are their hearts and blue are their poles. 

I'm delighted that they are so munificent to the arts, visual, 
performing and musical. It is one of the measures,,of a 
truly mature society and nothing but good can flow from such 
patronage,, 

It is an entirely proper function of Government - and one 
which has far too long been neglected - and, provided it is 
sensitively and subtcly administered can only enhance artistic 
freedom. 
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Canberra's largesse is therefore wholly welcome but it's 
not the whole story. 

related context 
to maintain a 
to retain a 

It was with this consideration in mind this year that we 
established an Arts Grants Advisory Committee to report to 
me and recommend on the spending of funds generally for the 
arts. 

We have in the new budget appropriated a.record sum of money 
for this purpose from $895,000 to $1,407,000. 

Parliament has of course still formally to approve that 
expenditure. 

But I can now announce to you that following the Committee's 
recommendations, and subject to Parliamentary ratification 
of the total sum, on Friday I gave approval for a grant this 
year to the Contemporary Arts Society. 

This is a grant of $9,500 for further improvements to this 
gallery. 

It will therefore help you to broaden your range of activity 
and, in assisting you to provide improved facilities for 
exhibitions of this calibre, it is, I believe, a sound 
community investment in the visual arts. 

This, is I think, an exhibition of some of the best and most 
challenging recent work produced in South Australia, a credit 
alike to the individual artists and the Society. 

I have very much pleasure in officially declaring it open. 

Thank you. 

I said a couple of weeks ago in another but 
that States like South Australia which wish 
measure of their own cultural identity need 
capacity to act with a measure of automony. 
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Mr. Woore, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Thank you very much for asking me to open your new exchange 
exhibition. 

It is, I think, a most exciting display, representative of 
the range and vitality of the creative mood in South Australia. 

We are in Australia generally at present going through a 
period of immense artistic and creative activity, a period 
unlike any other in our history. 

Whether or not it proves to be a period which produces great 
works, of great and abiding value, remains to be judged, as 
it only can be, by future generations. 

But whether they prove ephemeral or enduring in merit, there's 
no doubt either of the diversity of imagination or artistic 
integrity of their creators - as a study of this exhibition 
demonstrates. 

We seem to have reached a sudden maturity producing 
this outpouring of talent. 

Happily this has coincided with the time when the Governments 
have at last acknowledged their responsibility as patrons of 
the arts. 

Natura lly - as with all other matters Governmental involving 
the allocation of money, Canberra dominates the scenes. 

Gold are their hearts and-blue are their poles. 

I'm delighted that they are so munificent to the arts, visual, 
performing and musical. It is one of the measures of a 
truly mature society and nothing but good can flow from such 
patronage. 

It is an entirely proper function of Government - and one 
which has far too long been neglected - and, provided it is 
sensitively and subtcly administered can only enhance artistic 
freedom. 
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Canberra's largesse is therefore wholly welcome but it's 
not the whole story. 

I said a couple of weeks ago in another but 
that States like South Australia which wish 
measure of their own cultural identity need 
capacity to act with a measure of automony. 

It was with this consideration in mind this year that we 
established an Arts Grants Advisory Committee to report to 
me and. recommend on the spending- of funds generally for the 
arts. 

We have in the new budget appropriated a.record sum of money 
for this purpose from $895,000 to $1,407,000. 

Parliament has of course still formally to approve that 
expenditure. 

But I can now announce to you that following the Committee's 
recommendations, and subject to Parliamentary ratification 
of the total sum, on Friday I gave approval for a grant this 
year to the Contemporary Arts Society. 

This is a grant of $9,500 for further improvements to this 
gallery. 

It will therefore help you to broaden your range of activity 
and, in assisting you.to provide improved facilities for 
exhibitions of this calibre, it is, I believe, a sound 
community investment in the visual arts. 

This, is I think, an exhibition of some of the best and most 
challenging recent work produced in South Australia, a credit 
alike to the individual artists and the Society. 

I have very much pleasure in officially declaring it open. 

Thank you. 
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